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To compare the adolescent's mode of thinking on one
specific measare of cognition, conservation of volume, with his mode
of thinking on a task simulating a familiar real-life situation, a
study was made using 162 students (76 males and 86 females, 13.4 to
17.7 years of age, grades 7,8,9,10,12). The students, grouped
according to age into four groups, were tested first on an open-ended
situational dilemma using three situations with three levels on a
closeness-to-self dimension. The students' written responses were
judged according to the extent to which they met criteria for
abstract thinking. A second test. Elkind's replication of Piaget's
conservation of mass, weight and volume tasks, was administered one
week later to test conservation of volume. The successful completion
of the test was consider.-td as evidence of the ability to think*at the
f9rmal operational level. Test data were analyzed using contingency
tables and the Chi-square method. Results indicated the following:
(1) successful completion of the conservation task and a high rating
on the situation task were independent; (2) there was a significant
positive relationship between the mean age of each of the four groupie
and the nuiper using abstract thinking, with the oldeic groups scoriak
higher on the situation task; (3) there was no.significant positive
trend between mean age and successful completion of the Piagetian
task; (4) collapse4 cross-age groups and analyzed by sex, more
females than malesOused abvtract thinking on the pituation task, with
the opposite being true on the conservation task; and (5) no trend
was found in the use of abstract thinking Among conservers on the
three levels of closeness-to-self. (LS)
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While the general tonic of comitive development has been a popular area

of investigation for researchers, it is true to say that the more specific

topic of adolescent cognitive development has been relatively neglected.

Most writers and reviewers (e.g., Ausubel & Ausubel, 1966 Stone & Churdh,

1968) when considering cognitive development have tended to accept tacitly

Piaget's descriptions of intellectual development and have been content to

describe the adolescent as tvnically attaining the formal oPerational stage of

thought during early adolescence and then to leave the reader with the dis-

tinct impression that such adolescents thereafter habitually function at diet

level. 'Towever, the work of Elkind (1961) and Perry (1968) suggests that this

view of the typical adolescent's thought processes and intellectual function-

ing might be ton simnlistic. This over-simniification arises from the ten-

dency for most studies of intellectual functioning of older children, adoles-

c!ents, and college-age persons to deal with snecific, isolated kinds of cog-

nitive abilities (e.r., Piagetian tasks and memory tasks). Formal operation-

CIO al thought is complex, dynamic, difficult -to -operationalize concept. Ab-

C:n straction, ;rganization, end recognition of possibility, probability, and

°Till relativity haVe been assumed to be necessary underlying abilities for success-

14) ful completion of specific 7iagetian tasks that have been used as indices of

Cs) formal operational thought (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958). Vhile this research

has increased our 'knowledge of comition, little research has been done that

This naper was presented at the reeting of the American

"sychological Association, vashio.lton D.C. on Septether 4, 1971.
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attemnts to ascertain /11-lethePthe adolescent uses thes7e Same coRnitive bili-

ties wherk confronting, real-We day-to-day situations.

,The nresent study WVA desipned to comoare the adolescent's mode of thinic-

ing on one snecific -easure of cognition, conservation of volume, with his mode

of thinkinR on a task simulating a familiar real-life situation. To simulate

real-life is a bold undertaking, as the authors realize; however, such an at-

tennt can be iustified by the lack of substantive evidence that, indeed, formal

onerational thought is typical of normal thought in adolescents and adults.

Snecifically,this study tested the following hynotheses: (1) That adolescents

who score hiph on dbstract thinking on the situation task will successfully

comnlete the conservation of volume task. It was postulated that this positive

relationship should exist across all ages and across sexes! (2) That adoles-

cents ho disnlay the use of formal operational thought by successful comple-

tion of the niagetian task T-7111 vary in theirtuse of abstract thinking on the

situation task, according to the nosition dT the situation on the closeness-

to-self dimension. Adolescents ,iriting about a situation'bearing unon them-

selves give little-evidence of using abstract thinking: adolescents writing

about a situation involving an unknown student give the most evidence of

using abstract thinkinR! and those writing about their best friend give only

some evidence of using gbsttact thinking. Purthermore, it is hoped that this

0

study has Provided useful additional data concerning the intellectual function-'

ing of adolescents between the aRes of 13 and 18 years.

Method

Subigcts

The subjects were 162 normal junior and senior high students (76 males

and 86 females) from a tlisconsin hit* schoOl.' The sublects were divided into
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4 p,rouns: rproun 1 - 40 suhiects, nean age 13.4 years. (rou 2 - 53 subjects,

mean age 14.9 years, Croup 3 - 38 sUbiects, mean ape 15.7 years. Croup 4 -

31 subjects, mean ape 17.7 years. The eubjeCts were drawn fr6 grades 7,8,9

10, and 12.

Design and Ilrocedure

Throughout the study the exwerimenters worked with thl subjects in groups.

Pubjects were first given an onen-ended situational dilemma to which they re-

snonded by writinr, down their solutions to the Problem or situation and their

reasons 17oF them. Three different situations were used, each groun receiving

the problem judged by tha experimenters as being most real and familiar to

them. One situation asked for the subject's response to a regnest to aid a

classmate in cheating on a test. Each of the three situations had three levels

on a closeness-to-self dirension. They were: (a) Directly relating the subject,

vle pronoun "vou" throughout the text of the dilemma; (b) Close to the

subeet, using the term "vour best friend"; (c) Removed from the subject,

using the term "a student". In each of the four experimental. grouns,subjects

were randomly assigned to one level on the closeness-to-self dimension. Two

judges read the snbjects' resnOnses to the situations and rated them according

to the 3xtent that they i-let criteria for abstract thinking. The criteria Used

were. (a) The ability to see reallIty as a subset within the totality of all

nossibi1ities7 (b) The ability to imagine all possibilities of a situation;

(c) The ability to search for a solution in a situatiou from any of,these

perspectives. (d) rhe ability to come to logical conclusions about a situation

through thinking without havimg Previously met the situation in reality. Each

su ject's resnonlie mis assigned a score-from 1 to 4 on an ordered scale, 1.rep.,.
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resentin:, no use of abstract thinking and 4 representing convincing use of

al,stract thinking. The judges 'were Plven practice in ratinI the responses

to ins'ure understandinp of interpretation of the criteria. :/he two judges

agreed on their ratings in 73 : of the 162 cases. The gamma statistic, a

measure of association in ordered classes was computed as an index of inter-

judge agreerent (y=.91). In only 3 cases did the judges assign ratings

Chat disagreed by more than 1 noint on the 1 to 4 scale; these were dropped

from the study, leaving a samnle of 159 subjects for further analysi. On

26% of the cases the Judges' ratings disagreed by only 1 point; in order to

assign a number score to these cases a coin was tossed, one judge's score

randomly being assigned heads or tails and the winning score assigned. This

was necessary as results on this task were later compared with those on the

second task.

One week later, the subjects were given a task following the format of

Elkind's (19-61) renlication of Piaget's conservation of mass, claittht and

volume tasks. cuccelsful comnletion of the conservation of volume task was

taken as evidende of a subject's ability for thinking at the formal operation-

al level, as c'onservaiion of volume has been delineated by Elkind (1961) as

beinp indicative of the onset of formal operational thought. The task in-

volved the use of identical clay balls, 14 ich were presented by the experi-

menters to the sublects, who then wrote zwers to the serieS of questions

developed by Elkind (1961). A subject h to answer successfully all ques-

tions to be judged as completing the t and thus a conserver. A third

judge rated the answars on
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The data were analyzed using,contingency tables and the Chi-square

rethod. Tables wep set un to look at the followin3 interactions: (a)

Between attainment of the concept of volume conservation on the Piagetian

task and the use of abstract thinking on the situation task. (b) Between age

(using mean ages) and the situation and conservation tasks; (c) Between sex

and the situation and conservation tasks. (d) 'Between the three levels on the

closeness-to-self dimension and the situation and conservation tasks.

The data indicated the followingt (15' Successful completion of the

conservation task and a hi,,h rating, evidence of the use of abstract think-

inp, on the situation task were independent. The observed and expected values

in the continPency tables made it clear that the null hypothesis of indepen-

dence could n'ot be rejected (X2=1..55Af63,ns). (2) There was a significant

positive relationshin between the mean age of each of the four groups and the

nuriber of subjects using abstract thinkinp (the older groups scored higher)

on the situation task (X2=63,26,dfm9,p.00l). (3) There was no significant

positive trend between mean ape and successful completion of the Piagetian

task (X2=5.92,df=3,ns). (4) Collansed across age groups and analyzed by

to° sex, significantly rore females than males used ahntract thinkinfton the

Cr) situition task (X2=10.18,df=3,p<A25). On the conservation task analysis by

rini sex revealed the opposite findin7, significantly more rales than females

were volume conservets (X2=1.71,dfoi1,n.10), a findiw± consistent with that

ft,

(7) of Elkind (1961). (5) The expected trend in use of abstract thinkinp among

conservers on the three levels of the closeness-to-self dimension was not

00 found (X206.15,dfs05,ns). The age trend, that older adolescents showed greater

Ali evidence of using abstract thinking, VAS 'sippificant for each of the three
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levels on the cl, .'ness-to-self dimension ("you"-X2=24.75,df9,p.005. "your

best friend" - X2=23.93,df=91p.005: ra student' - X2w28.67,dfla9,p.00l).

(6) Only 18T of the adolescents were both conservera indEihotied evidence of

the use of abstract thinkinc! (i.e., ranked 3 or 4 on the situation task).

Nearly half of ehe samnle (457) were conservers, and 38% showed evidence of

,osing abstract thinkinr, when they wrote about a situation relevant to them.

Discussion

The independence of Ole 44o indices of evidence of formal oPerational

thought points out the difficulty of findity specific tasks to use as the

defininp criteria for this complex and dynamic concept. If forulal oneration-

al thoupht in interpreted in terms of success at some riaeetian task or by

assessinp the subjects' responses to a relevant situation or dilemma, then

relatively few adolescents seem callable, or inclined, to use this mode of

thought. This suggests that there is need for considerable revision of the

commonly held view that the normal adolescent attains and uses the level of

formal onerations soon after pubescence.

One explanation for the results that only 38% of the sC,jects met the

criteria for abstract thinkino on the situation task, might lie within the

idea of adolescent egocentrism. If indeed, as many psychologists claim,

adolescence is a time of intense self-exarAnation and self-awareness, then

it nivht very likely be emotionally imnossible, or at least an emotional

strain, for these persons o deal with any hypothetical even though familiar

and relevant situation in an abstract, intellectual manner. It might even

be the case that the 55% of the subjects who were unable to demonstrate know-

ledge of volume conservation were unable to do so because emotionally they
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were unwillin- to give their attention to a seerinplv irrelevant and un-

rewarding task for the class neriod necessary.

Ohe can po even,further anii nuestiCin whether such tasks, specifically

those used in Elkind's (1961) and the Present study, indeed, aLe indices'of

formal onerational thought. necause females did significantly better on the

situation task and males did sirrnificantly better on the conservation task,

it seers likely that these tasks may not be evidInce pf 1 formal operational

thought but rather evidence of acculturation. It is well known ihat in

American schools females typically do better on written tasks involving the

ability to express and convey ideas, -,hile males typically do better on

spatial relations ttne tasks. Given this knowledge, the tasks used in this

study may not have gone beneath what is taught in the school system to the

intellectual functionling of the individuals in that system. In light of

this interPretation, the use of abstract thinkin7,, would not be exnected to

vary along the closeness-to-self dimension, because the task failed to tap

the individual's level of abstract thinki;g. The idea that persons onerate

more at the concrete level of thinkine' -ihen dealing with situations bearing

upon therselves and save thelr ability to think abstractly and at the formal

onerational level for those problems recogniizal4e as theoretical, is an

intri uing cancent. but more ingenious studies than this must be designed to

test its validity in reality.
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